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The project also allows resources to submit negative offers as low as –$150 per megawatt-hour (MWh). Lowering the 
“energy offer floor” below the previous minimum of $0/MWh helps improve price signals to resource owners to 
reduce output or shut down when consumer demand is low and there is a risk of excess generation. Allowing resources 
to submit negative offers accommodates resources that can operate economically at very low energy prices, including 
wind energy facilities that can only run when the wind blows, and often receive tax credits for production. Resources 
that want to continue operating, even if they would have to pay rather than get paid, can now submit negative offers 
to ensure they’re dispatched during times of low demand. The ISO dispatches the lowest-cost resources first in order 
to meet demand, consistent with reliability. 
 
Another element of the market rule changes ensures that resources committed to operate by the ISO to ensure 
reliability are better able to cover their costs of supplying the energy requested, under a wider range of circumstances. 
Major revisions to market monitoring rules also were made.  
 
The Energy Market Offer Flexibility project has been underway for more than two years, starting with a comprehensive 
market design process with the region’s market participants and other stakeholders. Starting in late 2013 and 
throughout 2014, extensive revisions were made to nearly all software systems at the ISO to incorporate hourly offers. 
The project required the work of about 120 ISO employees from virtually every department, and an estimated 120,000 
staff-hours. About 40 external consultants, including those from Alstom, the company that provides ISO New England’s 
energy management system, also contributed to the project.  
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